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Hello Members,
What a wonderful, yet wacky month February turned out to be. The month
started with some cold, snowy days, then it warmed up and we had flyers out in
tee shirts, then snow again.
February did give our glider flyers a chance to try them out and they worked
great. Just ask Bill King, or Rich Thomas.
Our Sweethearts Dinner was held on the 10th of the month and it was a
wonderful event, held at the Lone Spur Café. It was a sell out. Thanks to Dave
Marston for a super job. He’s the guy who made all the arrangements.
We were very fortunate to have Arlo Chan visit the Field twice this month. Arlo,
we will get you flying one of these days.
On Saturday, Feb 11th, we had our “Come Fly with Us” for the students. It was
a huge success. We had fourteen students attend, and yes, we finished off all the
donuts and coffee plus 23 breakfast burritos. Even with the weather on the chilly
side, we had a lot of fun. I want to thank all the club members who worked so hard
to make this a great event.
A very special thanks goes to Rich Thomas, Gary Swigart and Walter Wilkin
for all of their tireless work dragging and rolling the field. What a difference it
makes.
We found a member who can lay out one fantastic line down the middle of the
field, and that guy is Bill King. We were working on the field and were trying to
figure out how to get a perfectly straight line, and Bill said, “I can do it!” Evidently
Bill grew up on a farm and he was the guy who planted the corn in straight lines
using a similar piece of equipment.
Embry-Riddle University has invited us to attend a special Forum on Unmanned
Aircraft Systems. It will be held on Thursday March 8th from 6 to 7PM in the Jack
R. Hunt Student Union-building 16. I hope you can all make it.
Fly Safe and remember to have Fun,

NEXT MEETING will be Tuesday March 6, 2012
Meetings start at 7:00 PM in room 101, Building 21 (Robertson Aviation Safety Center)
On the Embry-Riddle campus, 3700 Willow Creek Road.
Visitors are welcome! See you there!
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Other dogs
don’t hafta
wear this
junk!

From the Safety Officers
Tom Gatchell and ARF the wonder dog.
Got a couple subjects to go over this month
so, let’s get started.
First, I’d like to discuss older planes. Yeah, I
know. WHO has “older planes”, right? Well, some
of us have managed to cheat fate and retain a
few planes that have many years, many flights
and many hours on them. Just like their full size
counterparts, time, wear, repairs and stresses
eventually take a toll. Stress-bearing areas of the
airframe and moving parts do deteriorate and
wear out. We had two examples of older aircraft
experiencing mechanical and airframe failures
that qualify as “safety discussion fodder”.
One involved the failure of a pull/pull rudder
control system wire on take-off. The break
caused the rudder to steer the plane towards the
pit and the pilot was able to pull the plane off the
ground before entering the pit and the short flight
terminated in a tree with moderate damage,
Closer inspection showed the right-side rudder
pull wire had broken.
The other incident involved a larger, older
aerobatic plane that suffered wing failure in flight
resulting in a hard crash off the South end of the
runway with a total loss of the aircraft. This type
of inspection is harder to come up with results.
Perhaps newly sloppy fitting parts, covering that
loosens or small cracks appearing are the only
indications that something may be ready to fail.
Another slightly related incident occurred
recently. One of the new foam fighters with all the
bells and whistles had a rudder servo pull fully to
the right on power-up. After the servo arm was
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mechanically centered it was discovered that it
now worked backwards. With the servo “Y” cabled
with the servo for the tail wheel, you couldn’t just
reverse it. The servo worked fine the last time
flown but somehow some “electric magic”
occurred. Just remember a few minutes of
checking your plane out may save it to become
your “older model”!
A few years ago, a really experienced pilot
asked me if we could request members NOT to
holler from the seating area to a pilot while he’s
flying. He said for him, it is very distracting and
doesn’t do anything to make a situation better.
Makes sense to me since many of us can’t hear
all that well in the first place and pilots must be
able to hear the other pilots, let’s think twice about
it.
Fly safe my friend.

Tom

CASA DE AERO
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
February 7, 2012
Members present:
Tom Ault, Cinnimon
Bandy, Max Bandy, Charlie Bock, John
Conrad, Cole Field, Walt Findlay, Tom Gatchell,
John Gorczyca, Jack Hardy, Vince Herod, Bill
Hurst, Bill King, Glenn Kuhn, Gary MacCauley,
Dave Marston, Galen Richman, Jim Richman,
John Roush, Gary Swigart, Richard Thomas,
Joe Tomasic, Gene Tomek, and Bruce Wright.
Jack introduced our newest member, Cole
Field. Cole is an ERAU student.
Guests present: Bob Morse and Christian
Phillips
President Jack Hardy called the meeting to
order at 7:00 pm with the Pledge of Allegiance by
the club members.
Safety Report (Tom Gatchell): Tom talked
about some recent control failures. Also check
the most recent Flight Lines for more info.
Secretary’s Report (Gary Swigart): We
have 58 renewals for 2012. Gary mentioned he
has contacted those who haven’t renewed.
Instructor’s Report (Rich Thomas): There
are no active students at the present time.
Vice President/Treasurer Report (Dave
Marston;
Dave announced our Annual
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Sweetheart Dinner will be Friday, February 10,
2012 at the Lone Spur Cafe. Social hour will start
at 6 pm with dinner at 7 pm.
The Boat Float and picnic is scheduled for
Saturday, September 29th from 9 am – 1 pm at
Goldwater Lake.
Dave reported there is $3488 in the club’s
account.
President’s Report (Jack Hardy): Jack
talked about the white line down the center of the
runway. All flyers should attempt to stay outside
the white line when doing low passes, etc. Jack
thanked Bud Franz for repairing the line spreader.
Jack mentioned, members can purchase hats,
jackets, t-shirts and sweatshirts with the club logo.
Go to the Casa de Aero web site and click onto
apparel.
Show and Tell: Cinnimon and Max Bandy of
Valley Hobby showed some new items they
recently started carrying at their store.
A park Zone ICON A5 which is an electric
float/land plane. John Conrad has one and he
reported it flies well.
A Fly Zone Super Piper Club which has a wing
span of around 12 inches.

Great Planes has available a 2.4 GHz radio
adapter module. Check with Valley Hobby for
more info.
Program: President Jack introduced Bob
Morse, a Marine Corps Vet. Bob is an Executive
Consultant for the US Department of Energy. Bob
is a graduate of USC and has post graduate work
from Stanford School of Business.
Bob showed his collection of sniper rifles
dating from a WW1 1903 30-06 Springfield
through a 50 caliber rifle that was used in Iraq and
Afghanistan. A very interesting and educational
presentation.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:59 pm.
P.S. The Sweetheart Dinner, Friday evening
February 10th, was a huge success. 38 folks
attended. Speaking of a huge success, at the
“Come-Fly-With-Us the following morning,
Saturday, February 11th, there were 24
vehicles in the parking lot and about 30 people on
the flight line.
Respectfully submitted;
Gary Swigart, Club Secretary

Walter’s Vampire Jet.

Easy to see T-28s.

John’s Icon A5, with wheels.
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Charlie with his F22.
Bob with his tail
dragger T-28.

Dave Domzalski
with his big Yak.

ERAU student Emilio Botero with
the school’s airplane in ERAU colors.

Vince with his free
Spacewalker.

John with his Icon A5.
ERAU student Tim Tilney and his cardboard airplane.
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Walter’s Hellcat.

Tom’s Air Force One with new engines!

Charlie's new electric Stick.

EAU student Robby Phillip’s T-6.

ERAU student Daniel Fuller’s P-51.
Dave Domzalski’s Focke Wulf 190.
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ERAU student Greg Rice coming
down the center line.
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See what they have: http://www.jarzofclay.com/
(928) 717-2182

For more information click this link.
http://thelonespur.com/

Hats
&
Shirts
If you are interested in a club
logo Hat or Shirt, click on this link.
http://casadeaero.anythingonshirts.com/

The owners and operators of the local hobby shop put in long hours and make a large
investment in inventory so that you can have the items you need to enjoy this great hobby.
Their margins are slim when they have to compete with mail order houses.
Their existence literally depends on us. If you want to keep the convenience of
instant supply of that needed item, patronize the store below.

VALLEY HOBBY SHOP
RC CENTER
7680 East HWY 69
Prescott Valley AZ 86314
Open Monday thru Friday 9:30 AM to 7 PM
Saturday 9:30 to 6 PM
Sunday Noon to 5 PM
Ask for that special item
(928)-775-4071
Put your advertisement in the FLITE LINES. It’s free if you’re a member, almost free if you’re not.
Contact, Gary MacCauley with your copy, hand written, emailed, typed, or on disk.
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